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Moncler's  "Extraordinary Forever" campaign uses  archival imagery and creative reinterpretations  of iconic s tyles  to celebrate its  70th year. Image
credit: Moncler

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

Italian fashion company Moncler is ringing in a major milestone with a global media campaign that pays homage to
the house's heritage with a contemporary flair.

In honor of its  anniversary, the luxury label has launched "Extraordinary Forever," a celebratory effort that honors
landmark moments across Moncler's 70-year history by looking back to move forward. What began in a takeover of
an iconic Milanese landmark and continued with a campaign video voiced by Alicia Keys now evolves a step
further, as the brand rolls out a number of initiatives with reflection top of mind.

"This campaign is quite intrinsic especially since Moncler mixes Tradition with innovation between their continued
evolution in products and marketing initiatives," said Dalia Strum, founder of ReThink Connect and professor at The
Fashion Institute of Technology, New York.

"The one thing that resonates the most is Moncler's desire along with their ability to make a statement."

SUBHEAD 1
The French-Italian sportswear brand counts a social content series, NFTs, retail exclusives, an immersive exhibition
tour, and designer collaborations featuring the likes of Pierpaolo Piccioli, Rick Owens and Thom Browne among its
larger-than-life anniversary lineup.

An epic event Italian affair kicked off the brand's program of offline and online activations.

CAPTION

During its respective fashion week, Milan's Piazza del Duomo ______.

"Last night in Piazza del Duomo, I witnessed the perfect portrait of the future of Moncler," said Remo Ruffini, CEO
and chairman at Moncler, in a statement.

"Tradition and innovation, key cornerstones of the brand, were united by the iconic Maya jacket a design that keeps
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evolving in style and materials, thus, always remaining contemporary," Mr. Ruffini said. "We saw vigor in the
execution and the uniqueness of an unprecedented performance exploring new territories in dance.

"At Moncler we dream together, not alone."

Founded in 1952, _____ extensive ____.

"Their 70th Anniversary at Piazza del Duomo in Milan, where they were able to bring together almost 18,000 people,
700 dancers, 200 musicians, 100 choir members, and 952 models is truly a statement as most events for the past few
years have been much smaller and intimate," said the Fashion Institute's Ms. Strum.

Moncler moved from outside to online, releasing a campaign video featuring star-studded vocals and messages of
great resonance.
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They're finding opportunities to build stronger connections with their direct audience through all of these initiatives
and it will be interesting to see where they find the most value.
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